
Cycle 3: Graceful Warrior

- Medicine Pillars & Magnetic Messaging -
Monetizing with the Graceful Warrior
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Once you understand your niche and sweet spot, it is time to clarify your medicine pillars and passions to

create your magnetic messaging, build awareness and visibility with your online presence. Remember to

meet yourself where you are on this journey of birthing and monetizing your gifts. Discovering your

divine purpose and creating the income and impact you desire does not happen overnight. This path of

service takes time and is an evolutionary process aligned with who you are and the deeper calling in your

womb. If you feel a sense of overwhelm or burnout, return to your breath and take one small action step

to move forward on your path.

“Taking action is the antidote to Overwhelm.” - Sage Lavine



Discovering Your Unique Essence and Medicine Pillars

The Medicine Pillars are the different topics you are passionate about, experienced in,

and inspired to speak about with your niche.

Your values and life experience inform your medicine pillars. The pillars represent

what you are ready to teach, what you want to be known for, and build credibility around; they support

your main message of what you stand for and your Sacred Why. If you get off track, you come back to

your medicine pillars to maintain your consistency and presence in your messaging and branding.

In Temple Body Arts, the points of the Guiding Compass and Desire Map are
examples of my Medicine Pillars. These compass and map points are the main topics and

threads weaving through all of the Temple Body Arts teachings and what I value and see as essential for

Embodied Feminine Leadership. Before the Temple Body Arts compass, I originally envisioned the points

as pillars of a temple.
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Look at your offerings as the pillars of a temple, creating the structure

and substance of what you are here to share.
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DISCOVER YOUR MEDICINE PILLARS & CREATE CONTENT BANKS

STEP 1: Complete the guided
embodiment practice to tune in

and discover your medicine pillars.

What are you passionate about and

drawn to speak about endlessly?

What is your personal relationship to

these topics?

Step 2: Discover your
Medicine Pillars. Select 3-5 core

pillars that you are ready to teach,

write, and speak about with your

niche. Remember, these pillars are the

main topics and themes you want to

share with your audience. For

example, core medicine pillars in

Temple Body Arts are Intention, Sacred

Embodiment, Expressive Arts, Sexual

Sovereignty, and Creative Power.

STEP 3: Create content banks of ideas and writing for your medicine pillars.
Once you have your pillars, you will create a content bank. A content bank is a place to house and

organize your ideas, writing, and content for each pillar.

To create a content bank, you will need to make a folder or document for
each pillar. Label each folder or document with the title of the pillar. When you feel inspired, allow

yourself to free-write and create content for your pillars. Write your thoughts, inspirations, practices, and

ideas connected to what you want to share on the topic. Find your way to work; you can use online tools

such as google drive and docs or create a folder on your desktop to gather articles, visions, images, and

writings for each pillar. Be inspired by what you read and see from others, although it is you that curates

the content and writes the copy. Remember, to always credit the sources you get your information from

and only use images you have permission to use.

STEP 4: Once you have medicine pillars, create Pinterest boards. Visual content

banks via Pinterest boards can help you build out the colors and feel for your Signature Essence and

Brand that we will be focusing more on in Cycle 3 with Mother/ Lover. Your content bank acts as a tool to

maintain alignment with your medicine pillars and branding while igniting your inspiration.
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Fill in your Medicine Pillars along the compass lines

Notes:
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Magnetic Messaging

Once you know who you are talking to, your divine client, how to speak to
your niche, and your medicine pillars, you are ready to create your magnetic
messaging.

Your intention with your messaging is to become more visible, draw
awareness, and magnetically attract your divine clients towards you and your
offerings. Your magnetic messaging meets your divine clients in 'the sweet spot' and speaks to their core
issues, challenges, experiences, and desires. You can get your niche's attention by taking a bold stand,
leading your messaging with an engaging question, or by sharing vulnerably through stories.

There are different elements to consider in positioning yourself and sharing
your message. Depending on who you are speaking to and what platform you are speaking on, you
may have to potentially adapt the language within your message to make it more accessible. The more
you share and express what you do and how you do it, the more refined your messaging comes.

Share your magnetic messaging to...
❖ Build credibility, take a stand, become visible, and educate.
❖ Position yourself as a voice and leader in your field.
❖ Create a relationship and dialogue with your niche and potential divine clients.
❖ Make an Offering (Sales Copy).

Primary Platforms to choose from and share your magnetic messaging…
❖ Verbal Conversation
❖ Website
❖ Social Media - Instagram /  Facebook / Twitter  / Pinterest /LinkedIn / YouTube etc.
❖ Promotional Materials - flyers, brochures, business cards, posters, banners etc.
❖ Conferences/ Webinars/ Podcasts etc.

Speaking to your medicine pillars & drawing from your content banks

Using your medicine pillars helps build your credibility as you continue to share and
speak about specific topics and position yourself as a leader. When you feel overwhelmed or uncertain in
whether your messaging aligns with your brand, keep returning and committing to focusing on and
building out your medicine pillars.

Your content banks provide your creative authority and power to fuel your
magnetic messaging. Use your social media presence to make a bold stand and to invite others to stand
with you.

Relationship & Languaging
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It is essential to build a relationship with your divine clients through your
consistent presence and valued content without making an offer. For example, imagine if you ‘only’ send
emails and share posts about programs and offerings. It is unlikely people will purchase or sign up
without already having an established relationship and building trust. Show up consistently to offer free
content and value!

Show Up with your full presence and value. Your online presence, consistency, and the
value you bring invites your divine clients to lean in and want more. Ultimately, your goal is to build
awareness of who you are and the medicine and unique gifts you offer. The more you show up, the more
primed your divine clients are to say YES in working with you.

Use your divine client’s language that you gathered from your market research and
interviews. Speak to what people are looking for and willing to pay for rather than what you think they
need. For example, you may be offering vocal training and holding space for people to process emotional
blocks. However, your divine client's tangible goal is to improve her leadership and public speaking skills
at work and doesn't realize that what she needs to reach her goal is to move through her fear of being
seen and heard.

You can create Intimacy in how you share when you imagine you are speaking to one
person: your divine client. Speak in the second person rather than the third person, even if you are
addressing a group. Use ‘you’ and ‘your’ pronouns rather than ‘us’ and ‘we’ unless you want to
intentionally speak from a collective perspective.

For example, when speaking to an audience, notice the difference in saying
and hearing, “When we harness Saraswati’s energy, we tap into our muse” compared to “You have
the power to harness Saraswati’s energy and become the muse.”

Social Media post example- speaking to what is alive, providing value, and seeding my
upcoming radiance offering:

“The New Moon always calls us to turn inward asking us to take a moment to reflect on what we are
creating and how we are showing up for our dreams and desires.
This New Moon, I invite you to reflect:
⇢ What is one area or role in your life where you desire to act with more discernment?
Gaining clarity on where we can improve our discernment while also recognizing how far we have come
is a powerful medicine for healing…
In Temple Body RADIANCE, we've spent the month of July focusing on Discernment as a tool to create a
life fully aligned with our dreams and desires!
I invite you to take time for yourself in deep reflection this New Moon.
AND if you'd like rituals to support you for this and every New Moon, you are welcome to join our sweet
sisterhood of Temple Body RADIANCE ❤ more info in my bio

With Love,  
 𝒮𝑜𝒻𝒾𝒶𝒽 💋”

9 TIPS for Messaging and building credibility
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*Use these tips for writing copy for websites, social media or emails*

Tip 1: Connect through Identifying Questions
To capture your divine clients' attention, and stand out in a noisy online world, speak to a challenge or
desire that your divine client identifies with and is feeling now. In hearing your message, they feel met
and seen. Your goal is for your divine clients to say YES, that's me! It is essential that your offering
provides the answer to the identifying questions you ask.

Here are some examples from Temple Body RADIANCE and the Leadership Path:

Do you ever feel like you’re…
❖ faced with imposter syndrome and giving in to your playing of small stories?
❖ allowing fear to hold you back from fully committing to yourself?
❖ comparing yourself to others instead of practicing self-love?

Are you ready to …
❖ embody your message & claim your divine power as you birth your unique gifts into the world?
❖ stand in your value and create the income and impact you desire through sharing and monetizing your

gifts?
❖ harness your sexual creative power and live from a place of empowered pleasure?

TIP 2: Connect through Vulnerability
Start with a vulnerable share or story. Share something that relates to your niche and divine clients. Your

vulnerability share needs to be a story or experience that you have processed and ideally is already

complete. When you share something you have conquered, you become the guide showing the path

forward through the challenge and towards a desired outcome.

Language to prepare your audience, grab their attention, and open up to a vulnerability share:

- Start with the most vulnerable part of the story “I was on the floor crying…”

- Name it, “This is a very vulnerable story for me to share... I’ve never shared this before… “

TIP 3: be relatable and build credibility
Language to create relatability, connection, empathy, and understanding:

- “I know those feelings well because I have experienced them too, time and time again.”

TIP 4: Position yourself as the guide
Show your niche and divine clients how you shifted

your reality from where they are to where they want
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to BE!

TIP 5: Create Engagement in your Posts, Emails & Videos
End your copy with an engaging question, inviting your niche to comment below or reply to an email.

The more engagement, the more visibility your post will receive. When people respond to your emails, it

helps get your emails into the inbox rather than ending up in a promotions folder!

How to create engagement in Social Media Posts and live videos:

- “Share in the comments below with an emoji or YES! if you experience this too.”

- “Sister, how do you feel called to show up in your authentic way to support our evolving world? Share

below”
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TIP 6:  Go Live and share your message to Solidify it
Speaking your message out loud begins to solidify it. One of the best ways to clarify your message is to

show up every week and go live via video on Facebook, IGTV or YouTube. Your message will naturally

evolve and solidify as you show up and speak to what is alive. Communicating to your divine clients

through the camera supports you in discovering your message and what you stand for. Extra tip: mark

the camera lens with a piece of tape with a hole over the lens and draw an eye -so you feel like you are

looking directly into your divine clients eye!

When creating content online through digital messaging or live videos, create from and respond to what

is alive in your life. Ask yourself, what can I share that is personal, vulnerable, authentic, and relatable to

my divine clients? Ultimately people want to feel themselves  and identify with what you are  sharing.

TIP 7: Focus on the Benefits & Results
My mentor always says: “Features tell, but the benefits are what sell!”

When sharing your offering or program, focus on the transformation,
results, and benefits that your offering provides. The benefits are tangible results, your

promise, and guarantee to anyone who works with you. In marketing, you always want to lead with the

transformational results. Does your message speak directly to what is in it for your divine client? Why

would they say YES and invest their time and money to work with you? How will this offering change

their current reality? The results of your offering must meet your divine client's needs and desires.
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When sharing about benefits, use accessible language that is specific and
tangible rather than vague. For example, if a benefit you offer fits under the category of

'Self-Love,' focus on what will change for your divine client because of your offering, i.e., healthy

relationships, better boundaries, higher levels of confidence, deeper self-worth, and making more

money.

Example of how we led with Benefits in my Temple Body RADIANCE program:

Temple Body RADIANCE Benefits:

❖ Tune your body like an instrument of the divine... falling in love with yourself and learning to trust

your inner knowing.

❖ Create new daily habits and rituals of honoring yourself...so you can show up with confidence,

devotion and authenticity.

❖ Commit to showing up for yourself... like you never have before and reclaim your sovereignty.

❖ Learn to live with authenticity, alignment, and integrity...so you can have both a deeply fulfilling life
and relationships.

❖ Cultivate your sword of discernment through daily self-reflection... to help you take action and cut

away what no longer serves.

❖ Adopt self-love practices and mindsets that work!

❖ Uncover the layers of your gifts each day... in order to connect with and feel your deeper purpose for

leadership at this time!

TIP 8: Follow Benefits with the Features

After sharing the benefits, now is the time to share the offering's features, which is the 'how' you will be

delivering this offering.  What are the offering's details? What will your divine client receive once they

say YES to your offering? Through what means, mediums and practices will you offer transformational

results?

Example of the features in my Temple Body RADIANCE program:

Temple Body RADIANCE Features:

❖ Weekly Divinely-Inspired Gifts From Sofiah — Including Embodiment Practices, Guided Meditations,
And Audio Transmissions Inside Our PRIVATE FB Group And Delivered To Your Inbox

❖ Weekly Check-In & Guidance Via Facebook Group— To Support You In Aligning And Committing To
Your Divine Feminine Awakening So That You Can Deepen Your Relationship To Yourself And Life

❖ Monthly 1 Hour LIVE Call with Me— With 20-Minute Signature Temple Body Arts Experience
Followed By Discussion, Q&A, Coaching And Mentoring, And Occasional Special Guest Experts
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❖ NEW MOON AND FULL MOON Rituals Aligned With The Theme And Practice Of The Month TO
Further Support You TO Come Into Your Full Radiance

❖ Private FB Group With Direct Access To Connect, Share, And Get Your Questions Answered By Sofiah,
The Temple Body Arts Team, And Your Like-Minded Soul-Sisters

Social Media Post Example for RADIANCE SALES COPY leading with the benefits:

“Sister, In this time of uncertainty do you desire a place to belong?
ℐ𝓂𝒶𝑔𝒾𝓃𝑒 waking up each morning & feeling a deep sense of  𝓈𝑒𝒸𝓊𝓇𝒾𝓉𝓎 and 𝒸𝑒𝓇𝓉𝒶𝒾𝓃𝓉𝓎 in your relationship
with ℒ𝒾𝒻𝑒, yourself and sisters who see you and celebrate you…

Knowing that each day, you are  𝙇𝙄𝙑𝙄𝙉𝙂 𝙔𝙊𝙐𝙍 𝙇𝙄𝙁𝙀 𝙊𝙉 𝙋𝙐𝙍𝙋𝙊𝙎𝙀, 𝙒𝙄𝙏𝙃 𝙋𝙐𝙍𝙋𝙊𝙎𝙀...  
With each breath, you 𝒟𝑒𝒸𝒾𝒹𝑒 to direct your precious energy towards nurturing your  𝒟𝒾𝓋𝒾𝓃𝑒 essence...
With each step you take, you're embodying the boundless 𝕒𝕓𝕦𝕟𝕕𝕒𝕟𝕔𝕖 that lives within you. 
This is what you get inside my Monthly Membership.
Join me and a beautiful circle of 𝒢𝑜𝒹𝒹𝑒𝓈𝓈𝑒𝓈 for this exciting new offering ✨𝐑𝐀𝐃𝐈𝐀𝐍𝐂𝐄✨ for only 33$
a month.
See my stories for more details 𝐋𝐈𝐍𝐊 𝐈𝐍 𝐁𝐈𝐎 𝐓𝐎 𝐉𝐎𝐈𝐍!  
With Radiant Love, 
Sofiah xo”

Tip 9: Proofread through the lens of your Divine Client
Be professional and check for any grammar or spelling errors. Some great online

programs and apps can assist you. For example, Grammarly or an online dictionary and thesaurus. Look

out for common misspelled words and oversights, such as ‘sacred typo spelled as scared’ or ‘meditation

typo spelled as mediation’.

Make sure to re-read what you have written through the lens of your divine
client. Is your messaging clear? Can you answer this simple question - what is the essence of

the post? Does it sound authentic and inviting? Or does it seem too 'salesy' or too lengthy? Can you be

more refined in what you are trying to say? Remember, less is more!
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Daily Practices

❖ Read the workbook and complete the practices: Medicine Pillars Embodiment

Practice, Discover Your Medicine Pillars, and Create Content Banks. Share your Medicine

Pillars/Compass in the FB Group.

❖ Video Prompt: Speak to 1 of your Medicine Pillars using the magnetic messaging tips (2 mins

or less).

❖ Magnetic Messaging Practice: Create 1 social media post speaking directly to one of

your pillars, use the magnetic messaging tips.

❖ Work with a buddy to practice sharing your magnetic messaging. Can

they easily identify the essence of the post and your intention behind it? Ask for constructive

and loving feedback. Have your buddy write down keywords that stood out to her as you spoke.

Ask for support to refine your magnetic message and connect more to the intention or essence

behind your message.
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